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Abstract

Our medical world is replete with clinical data but this data is rarely
automatically exploited for bringing more health to our society. Many researchers
have been conducted in Medical Data Mining, but almost all of them have focused
on diagnosing the diseases not treating the patients. In this paper we propose the
Causality-based
Causality based Medical Diagnosis and Treatment System, which can be used to
diagnose a patient disease and suggest treatments to her/him.
her/him Our proposed system
has three main subsystem
subsystems: Causal Network Extractor, Diagnosis Subsystem and
Treatment Suggesting Subsystem. Two main features of our system are: it takes
solely observational data as input data and uses the causality-based
causality based action mining
methodology. Action Mining is relatively a nnew
ew trend in Data Mining which aims in
proposing more actionable patterns to domain experts. We have implemented and
tested our proposed method on some real and synthesized data.. The results show
superiority of our method over current state of the art method.
metho Taking into account
the causality results
result in more reliable treatments and makes it possible to use this
system in real world situations
situations.
Keywords
Keywords: Medical Diagnosis System
System, Automatic Medical Treatment, Action Mining
Mining, Causal
Networks

1. Introduction
Nowadays, we are in the age of data. The abundance of data which is stored without
human ability to interpreting it makes repositories data tombs [1].
]. Data Mining (DM)
emerged as a response to this need and became one of the dominant areas in computer
science very soon.
Medical domain at the other hand showed attractions to DM from its first days of
emergence. Diagnosis, Prognosis and Treatment are
are some medical sub
sub-dom
domains
ains that
DM and Machine Learning techniques have been used in them for decades. For
example
example, authors in [2]
[ have used SVM for detecting agitation transition in dementia
patients. They fed three vital signs of patients
patients- including Heart Rate, Galvanic Skin
Response and Skin Temperature into a confidence
confidence--based
based SVM.
SVM In [3] supervised DM
algorithms like Naive Bayes and K-NN
K
have been used for heart disease diagnosis.
Authors in [[4
4]] proposed a hybrid of Synthetic Minority Over-Sampling
Over Sampling Technique
(SMOTE) and Artificial
Artificial Neural Network (ANN) to diagnose ovarian cancer from public
available ovarian dataset. A Modified Fuzzy Logic method have been devised in [5
[5] for
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improving Breast Cancer Detection accuracy. Hosseinpour et. Al. [6] has been proposed
a new method for diagnosing diabetes disease. However, literature is full of works in
this domain, For some other ideas one can refer to these papers: [7-11].
While DM techniques tries to find unexpected and interesting patterns from huge
amount of data, actionability of mined patterns is also desired, but traditional DM
methods deliver descriptive patterns. So that, typically domain experts (Physicians in
medical domain) need a lot of work to make decisions from these descriptive patterns.
Action Mining (AM) came to existence as a response to this gap between descriptive
mined patterns and actions that should be taken to gain a profit at target domain.
The first idea of AM proposed by Qiang Yang in [12] and Ras in [13]. Although there
are some differences between these two works but the core idea is the same: Proposing
some changes in the value of some attributes with the hope of gaining some profit in the
corresponding domain. For example, in telecommunication churn prediction problem
these actions can propose to change the service level of a customer from ‘a’ to ‘b’ to
make it less probable that he/she will leave the company. Yang method tries to find
most profitable actions for each user while Ras method (DEAR) tries to find action
rules that are applicable to a range of users. After these two basic attempts for
generating actions from traditional data some other researchers have been conducted in
this domain.
Almost all of proposed methods in AM area deploy descriptive machine learning
methods to find actions. For example, Yang uses Decision Trees for extracting actions
[12], Ras et.al. uses classification rules[13-16]. Kalanat et.al. in [17], exploited the
fuzzy decision tree to extract more applicable action rules. The most important
shortcoming of using descriptive models to infer actions is to not consider causality.
The reason is that descriptive models like Decision Tree and Classification Rules can
only tell about correlation not about causation. When your task is prediction (normal
task in DM) the difference between correlation and causation is not critical. Let’s
assume that we want to predict whether someone is sick or not. We will use his/her
temperature as a powerful sign of illness. It means that temperature is strongly
correlated with illness. But let’s suppose that our task is to treat the patient (the goal in
AM domain); Now, it doesn’t make sense to try to decrease his body temperature to
cure the illness, because temperature and illness have the same cause, i.e. the virus and
by decreasing the temperature, you just push away a sign of illness not the illness.
Shamsinejad et. al. brought the idea of using causal relationship into AM world in
[18-19]. In our research, Causal Networks as a probabilistic and casual graphical model
has been used for extracting cost-effective actions. In this paper we extend their work to
medical domain because causality is the most important factor in medical treatment.
Our contribution is to devise a causal system for medical diagnose and treatment. The
most unique feature of this system is that it is only based on non-experimental data. It
means that we haven’t any direct information about the effect of medical prescriptions
on patients. We don’t need to make some control experiments to investigate the effect
of actions on patients; the system will find the most-profitable actions for patients. The
rest of paper is as follows: in section 2 causal networks will be described, our medical
diagnosis and treatment system will be presented in section 3, Experimental Results will
be discussed in section 4 and Finally conclusion and future works come in section 5.
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2. Causal Networks
A Bayesian Network (BN) is a graphical model that represents probabilistic
relationships among variables of interest. It was first introduced by Pearl [20] and
afterwards it is used in many domains including artificial intelligence, statistic, and
philosophy. BN has the following properties that make it unique for knowledge
representing among all other methods like SVM, Decision tree, ANN and other machine
learning tools [21]:
1. It is well suited to deal with missing values in data that is a major problem in
DM applications and specially in medical domain.
2. BN makes it possible to learn about causal relationships which are very
important for understanding the problem domain.
3. By combining the BN with Bayesian statistical techniques we can integrate the
prior domain knowledge with data and find more applicable patterns in real
world through this.
4. BN in conjunction with Bayesian methods can be immunized against over fitting
problem.
We suggest Casual Networks as the backbone for our medical diagnosis and treatment
system. So that we should first explain the differences between a BN and Causal
Network. Technically, BNs do not show the causal relationships. They are just a
graphical and compact representation of joint probability distribution. In other words, a
BN just states that if we know the values of parents of a node in BN, we can then
compute the probabilities of different values of that node without any need to know the
value of other nodes in BN. But Causal Networks are more restrictive than BN in this
way that the edges in CNs must show the direct causation. So that a CN states that
parents of a node are direct causes of it in the corresponding domain. It is clear that CNs
convey more knowledge than BNs but creating them is also more complicated.
It was long deemed impossible to learn causal relationships from merely observational
data, until Spirtes et al. [22] and Pearl [23] showed that under certain conditions one can
infer some causal relationships from non-experimental data. These causal relationships
are typically shown using a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) called a causal network
(CN). In a CN, each node represents a variable and each edge represents a direct causal
effect from the parent to the child. Causal networks are essentially Bayesian networks,
with the additional guarantee that edges coincide with causal influences. Causal
networks can be used like Bayesian networks for probabilistic inference. Queries for the
(conditional) probabilities of events, prior and posterior marginal, most probable
explanations and maximum a posteriori hypothesis can be answered (see [24] section
5.2 for more details). However, causal networks have the additional advantage that they
can be used for reasoning about the effects of interventions: what can we infer if we set
A = a, rather than observe A = a? Such interventions are basically the same as what we
call actions in action mining. And in our medical system these type of actions can be
used as treatments.
One of the most subtle tasks in causal inference is learning the structure of causal
networks from merely observational data. Much work has been done in this area. The
Inductive Causation (IC) algorithm proposed by Verma and Pearl [25] is the backbone
of many proposed methods. This algorithm uses conditional independency relationships
between attributes for finding causal links.
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It is known that not all causal relationships can be discovered from observational data;
causal relationships can be identified only under specific circumstances. As a result, IC
returns only a partially directed acyclic graph (PDAG). In a PDAG, some edges are
directed, and some undirected. Directed edges indicate causal relationships that have
been identified with certainty. Undirected edges indicate that there is a relationship, but
its type and direction cannot be determined with certainty. Our contribution is to use
causal networks to extract medical actions. In the next section we present our causalitybased medical diagnosis and treatment system and describe each module of the system
in detail.
3. Causality-based Medical Diagnosis and Treatment System
Our proposed system is depicted in Figure 1. The system works as follows: First
Subsystem, Causal Network Extractor (CNE), receives observational data from patient
database. By observational we mean data that is not the result of controlled experiments
but the traditional data that will be found in any medical center. CNE then extracts
Causal Network from imported data. This causal network will be fed into other two
subsystems: Treatment Suggesting Subsystem (TSS) and Diagnosis Subsystem (DS).
DS will be used for prediction and diagnosis task. For example, to determine whether
someone is sick or not. The TSS is designed for Treatment, where it uses causalitybased action mining methodology devised by Shamsinejad et.al. [18] for suggesting
treatment for patients. We will explain more elaborated each subsystem at the
following.
Causal Network

Causal
Network
Extractor

Observational
Patient Database

Treatment
Suggesting
Subsystem

New Patients
Data

Diagnosis
Subsystem

Diagnosis & Treatment

Figure1: Proposed Causality-based Medical Diagnosis and Treatment System

3.1 Causal Network Extractor

To extract causal network from observational data in CNE subsystem we use IC
method by Verma and Pearl [23]. This method is outlined in Algorithm 1. The only
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input to this algorithm is the probability distribution of system variables. It can be
computed from observational data by counting the co-occurrence frequencies of
variables in data samples. For more details about this computation one can refer to [18].
The result of CNE is a Causal Network that is the cornerstone of other two subsystems
TSS and DS. In the following subsections We will explain how these subsystems use
CN to do their jobs.
Algorithm 1: The IC Algorithm for extracting Causal Network from data

IC(P)
Input: P , the Probability distribution of set of variables V.
Output: A partially directed acyclic graph H(P) compatible with P .
Begin
1.

Make a graph G with one node for each variable in V and no edges.

2.

For each two variables a and b in V, search for a set Sab in V – {a,b}
such that the conditional independence
is held based on
probability distribution P . It means a and b are independent given Sab.
Then draw an edge between a and b if there is no such set.

For each two non-adjacent node a and b with a common neighbor c,
:
check if
· If yes, continue.
· Otherwise, set the direction of edges toward c. (i.e. a → c ← b).
4. In the semi-directed graph resulted from the previous steps, make
directed each undirected edge if both following conditions will be held:
· No new V-structure will be created. (i.e. a → c ← b)
· No directed cycle will be created.
3.

3.2 Diagnosis Subsystem

The mission of this subsystem in our proposed system is diagnosing the diseases of a
patient. It receives CN and a patient as input and returns the most probable disease for
that patient. It is clear that it will select one of the diseases that has been seen in the data
and it cannot infer any unseen disease. Because the task of this subsystem is prediction
there are no differences between Causal Network and Bayesian Network. It means that
we can convert partially directed CN came from CNE module into one of the underlying
BNs by making undirected edges directed in arbitrary directions and use that BN for
inference about the most probable disease.
To Use the BN for diagnosis is much like Naïve Bayes classifier though with a big
difference: In Naïve Bayes we assume that there is no correlation between non-class
attributes. In other words, all attributes are directly correlated with class attributes. But
in BN the correlation between non-class attributes also will be taken into account for
prediction. Assume that the BN and its underlying probability distribution are at hand (it
is the input from CNE module) and we want to diagnose a patient disease. The only
thing that we need to do is computing the following formula:
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DiagnosisBN ( P ) = arg max dÎD { prBN (d | P )}

(1)

Where P is the set of patient symptoms that DS wants to diagnose his/her disease. D
is the set of all diseases in the data. pr BN is the probability distribution computed in CNE
and
is the conditional probability of seeing disease d given the evidence P
(it is the probability that someone with symptoms P has the disease d). This probability
can be computed easily by Most Probable Explanation (MPE) query in BN. Someone
can refer to [24] for more details on computing this probability.
3.3 Treatment Suggesting Subsystem

One of our main contributions here is this part of the system. We use the Causalitybased action mining methodology devised by Shamsinejad et.al. [18] for suggesting
treatments to patients. Treatment is set of actions that should be taken by the patient. In
this setting we can consider the treatment as action set in action mining terminology. So
that we can use the ICE-CREAM method [18] for extracting treatments (cost-effective
causality-based actions) from clinical data.
The core of ICE-CREAM is CREAM that we have adopted it for treatment learning
with the name of Medical_CREAM in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2: Medical-CREAM for suggesting treatments for patients

Medical_CREAM (H, P , C, pg, CN)
Input:target health attribute H,
Patients data P ,
cost data C : this is the cost of all possible actions. It can be fed to system by medical
experts if it is available. Although this is not mandatory for CREAM to work.
Health profit pg : the profit of treating a patient. We can set this to a constant.
underlying causal network CN : this is the input from CNE module.
Output: one treatment for each patient p ∈ P
1: for each p in P do
2:
I ← findCandidateActions(p, CN)
3:
Γ ← empty treatment
4:
finished ← false
5:
repeat
6:
7:
if np(Γ ∪
, p) > np(Γ, p) then
8:
Γ← Γ∪
9:
I← I−
10:
else
11:
finished← true
12:
until I = ∅ or finished
13: assign treatment Γ to p
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The task of findCandidateActions() in line 2 is to find all possible actions for a
patient. For example, if one of the attributes in database is TakeAcetaminophen and its
value for a patient is false (it means he/she hasn’t taken Acetaminophen yet) then action
(TakeAcetaminophen, false → true) is one of the possible actions. np(Γ, p) is the netprofit of taking treatment Γ on patient p and is computed using the CN. For more detail
about computing the net-profit refer to [18-19].
Medical_CREAM first finds all possible actions for a patient, then at each step add
the most profitable action to the treatment. It will continue this until no improvement in
net-profit of treatment happens (net-profit means profit minus costs). Assume we have a
disease attribute in database that has 3 values: healthy, cold and flu. It is just enough to
set the profit of healthy to Max Profit (for example 100), cold to 50 and flu to zero. In
this setting our system will find treatments for patients to bring them from flu and cold
state to healthy state.
4. Experimental Results
We have implemented and tested the proposed Medical_CREAM method on data and
checked the actionability of resulted actions. Although for investigating the real effect
of actions one should apply them on real world cases and check their results but here we
have tried to synthesize data in a way that we can examine the proposed method. Our
method to achieve that is as follows:
- Two type of causal networks have been considered: Real world causal networks
like Chest Clinic, Headache and Alarm networks [26,27], and some synthesized
causal networks in different sizes. Table1 shows the number of nodes and arcs for
each network.
- For each causal network some records have been randomly sampled from the
distribution defined by causal networks.
- The dataset which is created in last step have been fed into proposed system.
- For each causal network one node has been considered as target attribute and for
each target attribute one value has been assigned the maximum profit.
- Because there is no cost data about current datasets we have generated cost
matrices randomly for each dataset.
- For each dataset some objects have been considered as test cases and never fed to
model. We then used them for evaluating our method.
- For evaluating our method, we have computed the net profit of mined actions
using the true causal network.
Net profit of an action is the amount of profit we gain by applying the action minus
cost we should pay for that action. Actions in medical domain are treatments and their
cost are side effects. But, our different datasets will have different ranges of costs and
profits. To make them more comparable, we express the effectiveness of an action set Γ
on an object o using the Normalized Net Profit (nnp), which is defined as:
np(G, o)
nnp(G, o) = max(
, 0)
(2)
pg
Where np is the net profit of an action and will be computed by real causal network.
For more details on how to compute np refer to [18].
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Network Name
Chest Clinic
Headache
Alarm
Sample7
Sample15

Table1: Real and Synthesized Networks Specifications
Number of Nodes
Number of Arcs
8
8
12
11
37
46
7
6
15
27

We have compared our method with Yang method. Results have been shown in
Table2. The results confirm that our method has outperformed Yang method in finding
cost-profit actions. As it can be seen as much as the network gets more complex the
average normalized net profit gets less for both methods which is expectable.
Table 1: Comparison of proposed method against Yang method based on Average Normalized Net
Profit
Network
Medical_CREAM
Yang
Chest Clinic
0.58
0.41
Headache
0.72
0.22
Alarm
0.56
0.11
Sample7
0.35
0.25
Sample15
0.39
0.23

From the results it can be seen that the proposed method is successful in finding more
cost-profitable treatments in comparison with Yang method. The reason is that
Medical_CREAM based on causal relationships between attributes while Yang method
only consider correlation for extracting actions.
5. Conclusion and Future Works
In this paper we proposed the Causality-based Medical Diagnosis and Treatment
System with two main capabilities: Diagnosis and Treatment. It can predict the disease
of the new patients in tandem with suggesting treatments for currently known patients.
This system has the following unique features:
1- It is causality-based: It means that we take into account causal relationships
between attributes. Because the system tries to find treatment it is very important
to consider causality instead of correlation.
2- There is no need to predefined treatments or treatment database: One of the most
important feature of this proposed system is that it can generate treatments solely
from observational data. For example, when there is an attribute like
TakeAcetaminophen in database it will create an action like (TakeAcetaminophen
,false → true) in candidate set. Then it can combine all of these candidate actions
to find the most profitable treatment for a patient.
3- It is patient based: Our proposed system finds the best (i.e. the most costeffective) treatment for each patient individually. This is much like the real life
scenario when physician sees a patient.
4- It is cost aware: We can import the cost of actions into system and it will take into
account those costs when suggesting treatment. For example, using this feature,
we can inform the system that the cost of action (TakeAcetaminophen , false →
true) is much less than action (InjectDexamethasone , false → true).
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We have implemented our Medical_CREAM method for finding causal actions and
tested on different causal networks. The results have shown that our method is more
successful in finding cost-effective actions than current state of the art method –Yang
method- in action mining domain.
For future works we will try to implement this system and make it applicable in real
world. Some medical centers will be selected as pilot and the system will be tailored
based on their needs. Besides, working on different theoretical aspects of the system is
also under consideration for future works. For example, continuous attributes can be
treated more intelligently. If we can integrate more Background Knowledge into the
system, the results would be much more reliable. So that we will searching some ways
to inject physicians background knowledge into our system more effectively.
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